
Let’s Occupy the Earth:  
The Origins of Life on Earth 

The Big History of our Planet 

– The 5th threshold 



The 5th Threshold 

• All these provided the Goldilocks 
conditions for our next threshold: 
– the emergence of LIFE on Earth! 

• Questions for this lecture: 
– How was life first created? 
– What were the first living organisms 

like? 
– Where and when were the first 

organisms created? 
– Are Viruses alive???? (off-line 

discussion) 
 

At first: 

Later: 



BACK TO THE BEGINNING: 
Explaining the Origins of Life 

Some traditional 
answers: 

• God(s) created the 
universe and living things 

• There’s a “life force” in 
the air 

• Spontaneous generation 
from non-living things 

Michelangelo: Sistine Chapel 
God grants Adam the gift of life 



Early Explanations 
A) Spontaneous Generation 

• Aristotle: 

– Life generated spontaneously and 
continuously from ‘non-life’ 

• How to make life: 

– Take a sweaty shirt (or some  
rotten meat) 

– Leave it under the sun 

– Voila: Life!  (Well, maggots) 



Aristotle on the “Ladder of Nature” 

• “The transition by which Nature passes 
from lifeless things to animal life is so 
insensible that one can determine no 
exact line of demarcation, nor say for 
certain on which side any intermediate 
form should lie. …  Thus Nature passes 
from lifeless things to animals in an 
unbroken sequence.” 
[Cited from Toulmin and Goodfield, The Discovery of Time, p. 51] 



Aristotle on the “Ladder of Nature” 

• So Aristotle came up with a 
ranking of lifeless and living things 
based on their complexity 
– Ladder of Nature 

• This smells like evolution! 
– But Aristotle was not thinking about 

the evolving of life forms in time. 

– This is merely his way to classify 
present-day life forms. 

 

 



How to test the idea of ‘spontaneous generation’? 

• 17th century scientists did so by 
– Taking stuff (e.g. rotten meat) from which life “appears” 

– Boiling it to kill existing life 

– Sealing it (to prevent “infection”) 

– Seeing if life appears afterwards 

• What happens?   
– Nothing 

Except that we are left 

with some canned food 

A Puffball 

mushroom 

releases spores 

• Conclusion? 

• Life is not generated spontaneously (well, at least 

in sterilized, insulated environments) 

• It must come from eggs or spores 

• i.e. life only comes from life! 

 



An alternative theory:  
B) A life-force in the air? 

• John Needham (1713 – 1781): 

• Perhaps there is a ‘life-force’ in the air 

– Sealed containers exclude the life-force 

– Perhaps spontaneous generation can work if 
the life-force can get in 

• How could you test such a theory? 

 



Louis Pasteur: testing the theory of a 
‘Life-Force’ 

• Boil a broth in a 

swan-neck retort? 

– The life-force ought to 

be able to get in 

– Spores will get 

trapped in the U-bend 

• What happened 
after a few days? 



Louis Pasteur: testing the theory of a 
‘Life-Force’ 

• What happened? 

• Nothing!   

• No life appeared 
– The flasks are still sterile today, 150 

years later!! 

• Conclusion: There is no life-
force and (once again) life 
can only come from life 

– Well, at least within this time frame 
of 150 years 



Pasteur created a problem 

• Pasteur seemed to 
prove life could not 
emerge 
spontaneously* 
– Yet we know life appeared 

– Good evidence life existed 
by 3.5 billion years ago 

• How did the first 
organisms appear? 

• *How much time needed? 

Earliest living creatures may have looked 

like modern prokaryotes: too small to see 

with the naked eye 



But they are very complex! 
(from Bill Bryson, A Short History of Nearly Everything, pp. 457-8) 

• A prokaryote is supported by a complex framework of girders called 

cytoskeleton. 

• Within it, millions upon millions of objects whiz about like bullets. 

• Each strand of DNA is on average attacked or damaged once every 8.4 

seconds, ten thousand times in a day, by chemicals and other agents that 

whack into or carelessly slice through it.  

• The proteins are especially lively, spinning, pulsating and flying into each 

other up to a billion times a second.  

• Enzymes, themselves a type of protein, dash everywhere, performing up to a 

thousand tasks a second. 

• Some types of protein exist for less than half an hour; others survive for weeks. 



How to explain the creation of such 
complex things? 

• The modern, scientific answer is not yet 
complete! 

• The three main steps: 
1. CREATING THE RAW MATERIALS: How to create 

amino acids, nucleic acids, etc. 

2. CREATING THE FIRST CELL-LIKE ENTITIES 
THROUGH ‘CHEMICAL EVOLUTION’: How to 
create simple cells 

3. CREATING DNA: How to create DNA, the key to 
accurate reproduction 

 



Step 1: Creating the raw materials of life 
• In the early 20th century: J.B.S. Haldane (in Great 

Britain) and A.I. Oparin (in the then Soviet Union) 
solved the puzzle posed by Pasteur: 

1. Oxygen is very reactive (it burns) 

2. The chemical raw materials of life are fragile 
• They cannot form in an atmosphere with free oxygen  

• That’s what Pasteur proved 

3. Perhaps life could be generated spontaneously if there 
was no oxygen! 

• Where was there an atmosphere free of oxygen? 



Reconstruction of the earth in the 
Hadean Eon  
It began with the formation of the Earth about 4.6 billion years ago  and ended 
~4 billion years ago 

Picture by Martin Schuler 



The Earth c. 3.8 b. years ago? 

Constructed by Martin Schuler 

Stromatolites: coral like organisms-  

still around today 

No free oxygen! 

We know because iron did not rust on the early Earth 
Note the moon… 



Could life form spontaneously in an 
oxygen-free world? 

1952, a famous test of this idea:  

 By Harold Urey and his graduate 
student, Stanley Miller 

• Create a model of the early 
atmosphere WITHOUT ANY FREE 
OXYGEN 

• Energize it with heat and electric 
sparks 

• See what happens . . . 



Stanley Miller (1930-2007) 



Water is heated in a 

flask 

The Result? An 

interesting dark 

sludge 

Electric sparks are 

sent through the 

mixture 

The tubes are 

filled with 

Methane, 

Ammonia, and 

Hydrogen (NO 

FREE OXYGEN!) 



THE RESULT? 
Within 7 days:  

• A dark red sludge 

• With many of the simple organic chemicals from 
which life is made: 

1. Amino acids (make proteins) 

2. Nucleotides (make DNA) 

3. Phospholipids (make cell membranes) 

• Conclusion: making the raw materials of life is 
relatively easy where there’s no free oxygen 



Energy sources on the early Earth 

Electricity from above, volcanic energy from below 
Ash and Lightning Above the Eyjafjallajökull volcano in southern Iceland, 2010 



Caveat! 
• The Urey-Miller experiment was later 

criticized: 
– The combination of gases used (e.g. ammonia, 

methane) did not exist in large amounts on 
early Earth. 

– The early atmosphere is now believed to 
contain an inert mix of carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen. 

• Miller repeated the experiment in 1983 with 
the “right” combo of gases. 
– No dark red sludge! 
– Only a colourless brew, with few amino acids. Source: 

http://www.scientificamerican.c
om/article/primordial-soup-
urey-miller-evolution-
experiment-repeated/ 



Not the end of the story yet… 
• Jeffrey Bada, a chemist at UCSD, discovered that 

Miller’s experiment in 1983 did not work because 
– nitrites were also produced, and they quickly 

destroyed the nearby amino acids 
– nitrites made the environment acidic, preventing the 

formation of amino acids 

• Bada observed that the early Earth also contained 
iron and carbonate minerals 
– These minerals should be able to neutralize the 

nitrites and acids 

• So Bada added chemicals to the experiment to 
duplicate these functions 
– Still obtained a colourless brew 
– But full of amino acids this time! 

• Hence it is still open for discussion! 

Source: 
http://www.scientificamerican.c
om/article/primordial-soup-
urey-miller-evolution-
experiment-repeated/ 



Not yet alive! 

• Reporters at the time 
announced Urey & Miller had 
created life in a tube 

• No!  They had only created 

– Tiny organic molecules (less than a 
hundred atoms) 

– Today, even the simplest 
organisms (viruses) have billions of 
atoms 

Basic structure 

of an amino acid 

about 10 atoms 



Step 2: Forming Cell-like entities 
• Currently favoured hypothesis: Chemical 

Evolution 
– Just like living beings, non-living chemicals can also 

slowly evolve as a result of natural selection within 
their host environments. 

– Simpler molecules may combine into bigger ones in a 
variety of combinations. 

– Those combinations that worked in their environment 
survive, while others vanish. 

• Gradually it is thought that chemicals may 
somehow evolve into Life! 

 



An Example of Chemical Evolution:  
Sol Spiegelman’s monster 

• 1967: Spiegelman put some RNA strands 
in a solution with building blocks  
and enzymes, and they made copies of themselves 

• Sometimes a replicated strand was of slightly different length: 
a ‘mutant’ 

• The initial strand had 4,000 bases; shorter, mutant strands 
reproduced faster and used more resources 

• Eventually, most strands had just 550 bases; some had 218 
bases only.   

• The RNA strands had gradually evolved into shorter ones; 
evolution at work in non-living chemicals! 
 



‘Chemical evolution’ 

• Under the right conditions 

– Simple organic chemicals join into huge chains, forming 
proteins and nucleotides 

3 separate 

amino acids 

about to join 

Now the 3 

are joined in 

a chain 

Repeat several 

million times to 

get a protein 

molecule 



Its shape determines what work it can do inside 

the cell 

 

Forming huge, complex molecules 
with millions of atoms 

Amino acids are simple 

Proteins: long chains of 

millions of amino acids 

Proteins fold into 

complicated balls of 

matter 

A protein’s shape and function depends on the 

exact type and order of different amino acids 



Fantastic 
complexity at 

the cellular 
level.  

A model of one form 
of RNA, Ribonucleic 

Acid: built from 
nucleotides* 

[http://smi-web.stanford.edu/projects/helix/ribo.html] 



Membranes: A safe container for complex chemistry? 
• Under the right conditions ‘phospholipids*’ form semi-

permeable membranes 
– *a lipid containing a phosphate group in its molecule 

– Phospholipids spontaneously form ‘sheets’ 

– One side hates water 

– The water-hating sides join to form a ‘bilayer’ 

 

• These form membranes 
– Enclosing millions of complex molecules  

– That are protected and can react with each other 

– But not entirely isolated: some chemicals can move in or out through the 
membrane 



Step 3: The emergence of a genetic code: 
A way of accurately preserving information 

• DNA: the key to life 

– The “software” 

– DNA is in every cell of every living organism! 

– Made primarily from small molecules called nucleotides:  

• Distinguish nucleotides from 

– Amino acids, which form proteins 

– Phospholipids, which form cell membranes 



1953: Breakthrough with DNA 

James Watson (left), and 

Francis Crick, solved the 

riddle of heredity by 

explaining: 

1. the structure of the 

DNA molecule 

2. how the DNA 

molecule works for 

heredity 



DNA: A quick tour 

Two nucleotide chains 

Built from four types of “bases”:  

A = Adenine; C = Cytosine; G = Guanine; T = Thymine 

Remember: each protein is a string of amino acids 

Weak links between 

“Bases” 

A : T & G : C 

Each group of 

three links codes 

for 1 amino acid. 

This group is 

‘ACG’ 



The two chains form a 

spiral 

 

Billions of atoms long 

A joins T 

G joins C 



How does DNA copy itself? 
 

The two strands separate at the 

bases that link them 

Each base attracts its 

complement from 

surrounding chemicals, to 

make a copy of itself (with 

just a few errors) 

A looks for T 

G looks for C 

It’s swimming through a sea of chemicals in the cell 



Decoding the message 
RNA (Ribonucleic acid, a relative of DNA, but with just one 

strand) uses the code to make the proteins we are made from 

A portion of DNA splits open 

RNA molecules read off 

the code 

Then the strands join up 

again 
DNA 

RNA 





RNA travels outside the nucleus to ‘ribosomes’: 
factories for making new proteins 

3) Voilà: a new 

Protein 

2) The RNA docks at a ‘ribosome’, 

which reads the code and makes a new 

protein, amino acid by amino acid 

1) An RNA molecule has 

copied part of the code 

Each protein contains amino 

acids in a precise order 



Ribosomes: 
Complex molecules 

Their structure deciphered by 

Venki Ramakrishnan (elected 

President of the Royal Society 

in 2015) and Ada Yonath  



How did such a complex and accurate copying 
mechanism evolve? 

• The most difficult thing to explain 

– DNA cannot survive on its own 

– But its close relative, RNA, can 

• So the RNA World theory postulates 

– RNA may have controlled reproduction 
in the earliest species 

– And DNA evolved later 



Where did life originate? 

• The Urey/Miller experiment suggested that 
life is the product of complex chemistry 

• Where do you get environments that can 
build something more complex from those 
elements? 



The Goldilocks Principle: 
where conditions are just right 

• You need the right amount of Energy: 
– Not hot enough to destroy chemical bonds (e.g. the center 

of the Sun)  

– Not so cold that no reactions can occur (e.g. empty space) 

• You need Liquid Water: 
– In gases atoms are too far apart to react 

– In solids they barely move 

• You need diverse chemical elements: 
– To allow rich chemical combinations 



You need lots of different elements 

• The most important elements in life are also 
among the most abundant in the Universe 

• CHNOPS 

• Abundant 
in space  
& on 
rocky  
planets 



Where were conditions right for 
chemical evolution?  

In Space or on Earth? 

• Fred Hoyle & Chandra Wickramasinghe 

– Life was brought to Earth by comets  
and asteroids (panspermia!) 

• BUT … Space is less chemistry-friendly  
than the Earth 

– Though it is likely that many of the  
elements of life did arrive from space 



Planets or Moons of our Solar System? 
• Key conclusions from recent research: 

1. Life is Robust: 
• Living or hibernating bacteria found in extreme environments (e.g. black-

smokers beneath the sea bed – extromophiles – explore this more….) 

2. Our own solar system is very diverse: 
• Discoveries of a huge array of different kinds of planets, many of which 

could, in principle, support life  

• Some moons of our solar system could support life 

3. Organic molecules are raining down on Earth every day in 
carbonaceous chondrites 



Materials from space? 
• The Murchison Meteorite 

– Fell near Murchison, Vic.,  
Sept 1969 

– A ‘carbonaceous chondrite’ 
– Fragment from a total mass of  ~100 kg 

• Lots of organic molecules: 
– Lots of carbon 
– 100+ types of amino acids 
– ‘Purines’, the bases in nucleic acids 

• Such meteorites were much more common early in the 
Earth’s history 

Fragment of Murchison 

 meteorite 



54 

Some of the molecules that have been confirmed to exist  
in interstellar space 

ASTRO170: Introductory Astronomy 



The early Earth: 
almost perfect Goldilocks conditions 

• Elements: A high concentration of heavier 
elements  chemical richness 

• Liquid Water: The right temperatures for 
water in liquid form 

• Energy: Both from  
inside the Earth & 
from the Sun 

46.00 

27.00 

8.00 

6.00 

5.00 

3.00 
2.00 

2.00 0.66 0.18 0.15 
0.11 

ABUNDANCE OF CHEMICAL 
ELEMENTS IN EARTH'S CRUST 

Oxygen

Silicon

Aluminium

Iron

Calcium

Magnesium

Sodium

Potassium

Titanium

Carbon

Hydrogen



Where on the early Earth? 
Darwin’s answer: A “warm little pond”? 

• A shoreline 4 billion years ago? 
–No oxygen to harm fragile chemicals 

– Liquid water 

–Heat and Energy 

–Alternation of wet and dry 

• But 
–Cosmic rays and asteroid bombardments! 



Fossilized Bacteria 
Here is an image of very 
old fossilized bacteria. 

 
The artist's reconstruction 
shows its segmented 
structure. 

 
This was found in 3.5 
billion year old rock! 

 
Life started early! 
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A modern answer: Under the ocean 
in deep-sea volcanoes? 

Chains of deep-sea volcanoes 

‘Hot Smokers’ 

• Liquid water 

• Heat and Energy 

• Lots of Chemicals 



Tube-worms around `black-smokers’ 
http://ocean.si.edu/ocean-videos/hydrothermal-vent-creatures 
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New earth `bug’ discovered 
deep underground… 

• A bug which lives entirely on its own and survives without oxygen in complete 
darkness underground has just been discovered in South Africa deep down in a 
gold mine. 

• Desulforudis audaxviator, or bold traveller as it is known in English, relies solely on 
water, hydrogen and sulphate for its energy – NO OXYGEN!!! 

• Because it survives without oxygen, it can perhaps offer clues to the possibilities of 
life  on other planets. 

• This is the loneliest living species known to science! 

• The rod-shaped bacterium was found 2.8km (1.74 miles) beneath the surface of 
the Earth in the Mponeng mine near Johannesburg, living in complete isolation, 
total darkness and 60C (140F) heat. 
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Summary 
• Early theories of the origins of life: 

– Gift of the gods? 
– Spontaneous generation?  Life-force in the air? 
– Pasteur seemed to show that spontaneous generation is 

impossible! 

• Twentieth Century theories:  
– Spontaneous generation was possible in an atmosphere without 

oxygen 
– Step 1: The Raw Materials are easy to create in an atmosphere 

without oxygen 
– Step 2: Chemical evolution: organic chemicals “evolve” into cell-

like entities, maybe near deep sea volcanic vents 
– Step 3: DNA: The origins of the Genetic Code remain tough to 

explain; DNA may have evolved from RNA 

 


